In a sector with an increased competitiveness and improved outlook, EDPR has defined a new strategic plan until 2022...

- Successful execution across its 3 strategic pillars for 2016-20 and defining continuity for 2019-22
  Execution: Selective growth (4 GW secured); Self-funding (€1.1bn AR/Sell-down cashed-in); Operational excellence (-2% CAGR Core Opex/MW)

### Selective growth

- Solid value creation, investing in quality projects with predictable cash-flow stream...

### Self-funding

- ...enhanced by selling assets’ stakes, crystallizing value and accelerate value creation...

### Operational excellence

- ...and supported by distinctive core competences & unique know-how

---

- ~ 7.0 GW cumulative build-out of which 40% already secured
- Geographical diversified: 60% NA; 20% EU; 20% BR & New
- Technological diversified: 70% wind onshore; 25% solar; 5% offshore

---

- > €8.0 bn of investments financed by sell-down & assets’ cash flow
- > €4.0 bn of sell-down proceeds ongoing strategy to generate extra-value
- €4.0 bn of net investments fully financed by assets’ CF generation

---

- 33% load factor in 2022 from additions of competitive projects
- >97.5% availability technical expertise to maximise output
- Core Opex/MW -1% CAGR 18-22\(^1\) from efficiency O&M strategy

---

...complemented by an expanded growth and sell-down model, designed to unlock EDPR’s full capabilities

---

\(^1\) Core Opex defined as Supplies & Services and Personnel Costs

STRATEGIC UPDATE
Selective growth: unlocking EDPR development competences with 7.0 GW cumulative build-out for 2019-22

Capacity Build-out by region

- **North America**: Driven by RPS, C&I and coal/nuclear retirements, EDPR has already secured 1.5 GW all with LT contracts.
- **Europe**: Supported by governance & PPA appetite, EDPR has already secured 0.5 GW onshore & 0.3 GW offshore.
- **Brazil & Other**: BR: auctions/PPAs & stable regulation (EDPR has 0.6 GW secured); Other: being analysed.

- **Wind Offshore**: Backed by technological progress, EDPR developing projects in partnerships.

- **Solar PV**: Increasing competitiveness, and relevance in EDPR technological mix post-2020.

- **Wind Onshore**: A competitive technology, in which EDPR has competitive advantage and know-how.

Sell-down strategy: sale of majority stakes (~50% of 7 GW) set to generate >€4bn of proceeds and leading to **recurrent annual capital gains**

---

(1) Offshore until 2022 accounted under Europe; (2) Includes UK (Moray East; 33% of 950 MW); Floating FR (35% 24 MW); Floating PT (54% of 25 MW); excludes FR (30% of 992 MW) and projects under development (US Mayflower and UK Moray West)

(3) Equity and debt
Operational excellence: EDPR core competences and unique know-how set to maximize efficiency

Wind assessment know-how to maximize asset value...

- 33% NCF
- >97.5% TEA
- +7% CAGR

...and highly experienced teams delivering unique O&M strategy...

O&M contract beakdown (avg MW;%)

- Optimizing O&M activities by increasing internalization at the end of initial contract warranty

Core Opex/ avg. MW

- -1% CAGR

Driven by accretive contributions from new capacity additions

New MW with above average load-factor vs 2018: 30% (94% P50)

Predictive maintenance and O&M strategy key to reduce downtime

In addition of saving programs and initiatives in place to drive increased efficiencies
EDPR business model set to deliver predictable and solid growth targets...

**Capacity build-out**
- **MW**
  - New capacity being technological & geographical diversified

**Excellence in operations**
- **TWh**
  - From MW to own with output propelled by superior load-factor & availability

**Less capital intensive**
- **Sell-down**
  - Generating extra value without increasing capital employed

**Excel at operational results**
- **EBITDA**
  - From capacity additions, operating efficiency and sell-down strategy

**Unlocking bottom-line**
- **Net Profit**
  - From growth, recurrent capital gains, controlled cost of debt and solid balance sheet

- **2019-22E**
  - ~7.0 GW (~50% to own)

- **2018-22E**
  - +7% CAGR TWh

- **2019-22E**
  - >€4.0bn proceeds

- **2018-22E**
  - +6% CAGR

- **2018-22E**
  - +11% CAGR

...positioning to successfully lead a sector with increased worldwide relevance
Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by EDP Renováveis, S.A. (the "Company") solely for use at the presentation to be made on this date and its description is merely of informative nature and, as such, it may be amended, corrected and/or supplemented. By attending the meeting where this presentation is made, or by reading the presentation slides, you acknowledge and agree to be bound by the following limitations and restrictions. Therefore, this presentation may not be distributed to the press or to any other person in any jurisdiction, and may not be reproduced in any form, in whole or in part for any other purpose without the express and prior written consent in violation of the Company.

The information contained in this presentation has not been independently verified by any of the Company’s advisors or auditors. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or the opinions contained herein. Neither the Company nor any of its affiliates, subsidiaries, directors, representatives, employees and/or advisors shall have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this presentation or its information or contents or otherwise arising in connection with this presentation.

This presentation and all materials, documents and information used therein or distributed to investors in the context of this presentation do not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as, an offer (public or private) to sell or issue or the solicitation of an offer (public or private) to buy or acquire securities of the Company or any of its affiliates or subsidiaries in any jurisdiction or an inducement to enter into investment activity in any jurisdiction. Neither this presentation nor any documents, information and image used therein or distributed to investors in the context of this presentation or any part thereof, nor the fact of its distribution, shall form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment or investment decision whatsoever and may not be used in the future in connection with any offer (public or private) in relation to securities issued by the Company. Any decision to purchase any securities in any offering should be made solely on the basis of the information to be contained in the relevant prospectus or final offering memorandum to be published in due course in relation to any such offering.

As of today, the public tender offer launched by China Three Gorges Europe, S.A. ("CTGE") over the shares of EDP and EDP Renováveis, S.A. ("Offer") is still ongoing, regarding which the preliminary announcement was published on May 11, 2018 (and subsequently amended on May 16, 2018 ("Offer")) and the report prepared by the Executive Board of Directors of the Company on the timeliness and conditions of the Offer pursuant to the terms of number 1 of article 181 of the Portuguese Securities Code and released on June 9, 2018 (the "Report"). This presentation and information used herein shall not form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, a decision to accept or reject the tendering of shares of the Company pursuant to the Offer. Rather, shareholders of the Company are advised to consider the Report within their individual decision-making process over the acceptance or rejection of the Offer, without prejudice of the necessary examination and individual and pondered judgement by each one of the shareholders of EDPNR. Notwithstanding, the Executive Board of Directors considers that this presentation and the strategic update now presented is not incompatible with the Offer. In fact, by presenting the new strategic update to the market, the Executive Board of Directors considers that it is acting in compliance with its fiduciary duties which, among others, include the continuous search of value maximization for shareholders.

Neither this presentation nor any copy of it, nor the information contained herein, in whole or in part, may be taken or transmitted into, or distributed, directly or indirectly to the United States. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of U.S. securities laws. This presentation does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities in the United States. No securities of the Company have been registered under U.S. securities laws, and unless so registered may not be offered or sold except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of U.S. securities laws and applicable state securities laws.

This presentation is made to and directed only at persons (i) who are outside the United Kingdom, (ii) having professional experience in matters relating to investments who fall within the definition of "investment professionals" in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005 (the "Order") or (iii) high net worth entities, and other persons to whom it may lawfully be communicated, falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order (all such persons together being referred to as " Relevant Persons"). This presentation must not be acted or relied on by persons who are not Relevant Persons.

Matters discussed in this presentation may constitute forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements other than in respect of historical facts. The words "believe," "expect," "anticipate," "intends," "estimate," "will," "may", "could," "should," "may" and similar expressions usually identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements include statements regarding: objectives, goals, strategies, outlook and growth prospects; future plans, events or performance and potential for future growth; liquidity, capital resources and capital expenditures; economic outlook and industry trends; energy demand and supply; developments of the Company’s markets; the impact of legal and regulatory initiatives; and the strength of the Company's competitors. The forward-looking statements in this presentation are based upon various assumptions, many of which are based, in turn, upon further assumptions, including without limitation, management's examination of historical operating trends, data contained in the Company's records and other data available from third parties. Although the Company believes that these assumptions were reasonable when made, these assumptions are inherently subject to significant known and unknown risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other important factors which are difficult or impossible to predict and are beyond its control. Important factors that may lead to significant differences between the actual results and the statements of expectations about future events or results include the company’s business strategy, financial strategy, national and international economic conditions, technology, legal and regulatory conditions, public service industry developments, hydroelectric conditions, cost of raw materials, financial market conditions, uncertainty of the results of future operations, plans, objectives, expectations and intentions, among others. Such risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other important factors could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company or industry results to differ materially from those results expressed or implied in this presentation by such forward-looking statements.

The information, opinions and forward-looking statements contained in this presentation only as at the date of this presentation, and should be subject to change without notice unless required by applicable law. The Company and its respective directors, representatives, employees and/or advisors do not intend to, and expressly disclaim any duty, undertaking or obligation to, make or disseminate any supplement, amendment, update or revision to any of the information, opinions or forward-looking statements contained in this presentation to reflect any change in events, conditions or circumstances, without prejudice to the issuance of a supplement or addendum to the Report that might occur by virtue of a possible review of the Offer or the update of its terms and conditions or any additional information made available in the interim.
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